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Answers to Chapter 4: Comprehension Questions

1. What must a teacher do to grow from the Beginning (1) level to the Developing (2) 
level? As described in chapter 2 and in this chapter, what can a coach do to support 
that growth?

To move from Beginning (1) to Developing (2), a teacher must correct errors or omis-
sions in his or her use of the strategy. A coach can help a teacher move from the 
Beginning (1) level to the Developing (2) level by alerting him or her to errors or omis-
sions in the use of a strategy and giving him or her feedback about how to correct 
them. The coach might identify such errors by observing the teacher, examining 
students’ responses to the strategy, talking to students about the teacher’s use of the 
strategy, or watching video recordings of the teacher using the strategy.

2. What must a teacher do to grow from the Developing (2) level to the Applying (3) 
level? As described in chapter 2 and in this chapter, what can a coach do to support 
that growth?

To move from Developing (2) to Applying (3), a teacher must monitor students’ 
responses to a strategy and adjust instruction so the strategy achieves the desired stu-
dent responses or outcomes. A coach can help a teacher move from the Developing 
(2) level to the Applying (3) level by prompting the teacher to pay attention to stu-
dents’ responses to a strategy and helping him or her make adjustments to achieve 
the desired student responses. The coach might do this by observing the teacher 
and providing cues, watching video recordings of the teacher using the strategy and 
examining students’ responses, or by using bug-in-ear technology.
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